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The Second Sunday of Easter-Year C – The Rev. Canon Joan Anthony - 04-24-2022 
Acts 5:27-32, Psalm 150, Revelation 1: 4-8, John 20: 19-31 
 
This morning the Gospel is focused on hearing.  It is a story of the disciples in a locked room in 
Jerusalem.  Withing that story we hear the story of a specific disciple, Thomas by name.  If we 
listen carefully, we will find both stories especially relevant today.  We will even find them full 
of good news even if on the surface, it may not seem so.   
The inner circle of Jesus followers were gathered together.  Only two were missing, Judas 
Iscariot who had betrayed Jesus and Thomas.  This core group were behind locked doors in the 
house where they met.  I like to think they were in the upper room where a few short days ago 
they had shared the Passover meal with Jesus, shared it with anticipation, eagerness and hope.  
They were together again but the mood was very different.  It was a despairing mood, one full 
of fear. 
Our own day has many things to cause us fear.  Covid is still very much with us, we may fear 
that the war in Ukraine will widen, we may be anxious about the stock market and the way it 
seems to bounce first, up then down.  We may worry about many things, most over which we 
have little control.  Each of us most likely has our own personal list of fears.  Fear is what keeps 
us like the disciples, locked in our own place of anxiety.   
Jesus comes into this atmosphere of fear and stands among them.  His first words, before all 
else are these.  “Peace be with you.”  During this encounter he says these words twice.  “Peace 
be with you” and each time Jesus addresses their fear.  He showed those present his hands and 
his side.  By these marks the disciples know that it is Jesus and he is real.  They are not alone.  
With the simple declaration of peace, fear is dissipated and, in their relief, the disciples rejoice.  
Fear may come again but for now, they rejoice.  He is among them, different but real, not a 
ghost, someone who can be seen, touched, heard.  All that they though had been lost was 
restored and so they rejoiced.  Whatever we fear, we too can rejoice because Jesus is real, 
alive, and with us still.  That is the Easter message we celebrate. 
But one among the inner circle was not there.   I am always drawn to Thomas who is scorned 
with the label, “doubting”.  Thomas is described as one who questioned, one who was literal in 
outlook, somewhat skeptical but also a loyal friend and one who was enthusiastic.  Thomas did 
not refuse to believe as is often said.   He wanted desperately to believe, but Thomas could not 
believe without evidence.  Our society based as it is on science and technology is one that is 
rooted in evidence.  We want to hear the facts and judge for ourselves their truth.   
 Jesus, as John tells the story, was one who throughout his ministry offered evidence to his 
followers.  John calls them signs.  The Gospel of John is filled with these signs.  The turning of 
water into wine, the stilling of the storm, the feeding of 5,000 and many more were all signs, 
concrete, observable evidence.  Thomas wanted a sign, that Jesus who had come among them 
was real.  And so Jesus offered that sign to Thomas.  “Put your finger here and see my hands.  
Reach out your hand and put it in my side.  Do not doubt but believe.”  The sign did not create 
faith in Thomas, but rather released the faith that was already present within him.   
 If we are honest, we are all Thomas.  We all want to believe but we seek evidence that 
the truth of the incarnation and resurrection are real.  We do not refuse to believe but dare not 
do so without some proof.  In our scientific and evidence-based world and we too seek a sign.   
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 What seems a weakness in Thomas, this need for a sign is in fact what brings hope to us.  
We need not be a mystic, we need not believe without question or doubt, we need not be 
perfect or unwavering in our faith.  God wants us where we are and who we are.  Conversion is 
always possible and always continues from the day we take the first step in faith until we come 
to the end of our earthly life and enter the kingdom of heaven prepared for us. 
Jesus comes to the disciples where they are, and answers their most urgent need.  It is the 
same need we have, and have urgently.  That need is for peace.  Jesus offers it to those 
gathered with the words; “Peace be with you.”   We offer it to one another gathered as we are 
this morning, when in a little while we greet each other with the word.  The peace of the Lord 
be always with you, and reply and also with you.  Peace, true peace is the outcome of faith. 
 We all come to faith in our own way and on our own path as did Thomas and each of 
the other disciples.  Faith is the gift of God that Jesus left for those who follow him.  It is the gift 
he was reminding them of as he offered them words of peace.  This was not simply a 
conventional greeting, but something much deeper, a prayer and a promise for the future.  It 
was the bedrock on which the community and later the church would be based.  Peace is the 
foundation of our community here, the community we name St. Augustine’s.   
 We sometimes speak of faith and believing as if they were the same, but they are not.  
Faith is the gift of God to us always there for us to claim.  When we honestly claim it, then 
peace follows but only if our faith is a living faith visible in action as well as words.    Faith, living 
faith is active, not simply an idea.   
 Jesus breathed on the disciples, as God breathed on the earth at creation.  This breath 
gave the small band new life.  That new life sent them out into the world with peace to share 
with the Spirit of God and with a mission.  We are sent out with that same peace, that same 
Spirit and that same mission, a mission of forgiveness and healing. 
 We have mis-read over the centuries Jesus command; “If you forgive the sins of any, 
they are forgiven them; if you retain the sins of any they are retained.”  We have read it often 
with arrogance instead of as Jesus intended, with caution.  Forgiveness comes first, it is the holy 
responsibility we are each given as disciples.  We are to approach others with godly 
compassion, with words of mercy and justice.  The sin that Jesus speaks of is whatever might be 
separating us from God. When we fail to exercise compassion, forgiveness, mercy and justice 
toward one another, we have erected a barrier between ourselves, one another and God.  To 
keep that barrier in place is to retain the sin.   
 We are sent to bring God given peace to the world.  We may be sent only as far as our 
own homes, as far as the next pew, as far as our neighborhood, but we are sent, commissioned 
to bring peace, understanding, forgiveness and reconciliation to each other and to the 
community.   
 By now you know of the gathering we will hold on Saturday May 7th.  Some with choose 
to come some will be unable to come, some will choose not to be present.  All are invited to 
pray for this gathering, that we may hear each other and what each has experienced in a spirit 
of compassion and of understanding to create a place of healing and a spirit of reconciliation.  
We will come together to hear one another to pray for one another and to heal so that 
together we may move forward into our future together.  So that anything keeping us locked in 
fear may be overcome by the peace of Christ. 
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 My prayer for us and for this time is that we can hear the words spoken, we can know 
the peace that is waiting, and like the disciples of old, we can rejoice in the knowledge of the 
peace that is ours. 
 


